
Eulogizing The End Of The Pwi Almanac:
Inside the Last Issue of Figure Four Weekly
1024 (February 2015)
When it comes to professional wrestling, gathering information about the sport, its
athletes, and behind-the-scenes happenings has always been a captivating
aspect for fans. For decades, the Pro Wrestling Illustrated (PWI) Almanac stood
as a comprehensive guide, providing insight into the world of wrestling. However,
in February 2015, the final issue of Figure Four Weekly 1024 brought an end to
this beloved publication.

The Rise of the PWI Almanac

The Pro Wrestling Illustrated Almanac, popularly known as the PWI Almanac, was
a must-have for wrestling enthusiasts. First published in the late 1990s, it quickly
gained a dedicated following due to its extensive coverage of the wrestling
industry. From rankings and profiles of top wrestlers to backstage stories and
historical facts, the PWI Almanac offered a wealth of information, making it an
invaluable resource.

Figure Four Weekly 1024: The Final Issue

February 2015 witnessed the release of Figure Four Weekly 1024, marking the
end of an era for the PWI Almanac. This last issue paid homage to the
publication's rich legacy and celebrated the contributions it made to wrestling
journalism. It was a bittersweet moment for long-time readers, as they bid
farewell to a trusted companion that had fueled their passion for wrestling.
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Inside the Last Issue

The final issue of Figure Four Weekly 1024 was filled with nostalgia and unique
content created to honor the fans who had supported the PWI Almanac over the
years. Let's take a look at some of the highlights:

1. Exclusive Interviews

Figure Four Weekly 1024 featured exclusive interviews with legendary wrestlers,
industry insiders, and renowned journalists. These interviews provided rare
perspectives on pivotal moments and shed light on the inner workings of the
wrestling world.

2. Unseen Footage

In a nod to the publication's commitment to storytelling, the final issue showcased
never-before-seen footage from classic wrestling matches. Fans were thrilled to
relive epic moments and gain a deeper understanding of the artistry involved in
the sport.

3. Personal Stories
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Figure Four Weekly 1024 also invited readers to share their personal stories and
memories associated with the PWI Almanac. Heartfelt accounts poured in,
highlighting the publication's profound impact on individual fans' lives and the
wrestling community as a whole.

The Legacy Lives On

While the end of the PWI Almanac was met with sadness, wrestling fans need not
despair. The legacy of the publication continues to thrive through online
platforms, podcasts, and a vibrant wrestling community committed to keeping the
spirit of the PWI Almanac alive.

The Pwi Almanac and its final issue, Figure Four Weekly 1024, served as
invaluable resources for wrestling enthusiasts, offering an inside look into the
captivating world of professional wrestling. As the last issue hit the shelves, it left
a void in the hearts of fans, but the impact of the PWI Almanac's extensive
coverage will always be cherished. The wrestling community can now come
together to reminisce, share stories, and celebrate the enduring legacy of this
iconic publication.
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Figure Four Weekly looks at the end of the Pro Wrestling Illustrated annual
Almanac, plus all of the latest WWE news heading into Fast Lane and
WrestleMania, Roman Reigns and Daniel Bryan, Raw and Smackdown TV
reviews and more!
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The Legend of Texas Ranger Classic Western Capt Bates The Wild West
has always captivated the imaginations of people around the world. The
relentless pursuit...
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